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The journey is as important as the destination.
D
reams and visions are neither accomplished overnight, nor achieved without a lot of
consistent and intense effort. Essentially, life is a journey with an homogeneous starting point but with varied
destinations. Living requires the passage of time ( not under our control),
effort and resilience both of which are
under man’s control. The truth is , to
arrive at our defined end point and outcome, the journey is as important as the
destination.

The journey is probably the most tedious phase of traveling towards a destination. The journey is also a source of
intensifying fulfillment or frustration
in life... the destination is the inevitable
outcome. Therefore the journey needs
to be carefully understood and managed correctly to guarantee a smooth
and enjoyable ride. Unfortunately, most
of us focus on the destination alone !
For some, the journey could be both
rough and fearful but they finally arrive
at their destination in one piece. Others
have a smooth, pleasurable journey so
much so, they forget about their destination... They remain on the road, forever traveling and never arriving and
worse still some others have neither a
good journey nor arrive at their desired
destination all their lives..... What you
would rather have? Food for thought...
You get results in the area of your pursuit.

Unfortunately, most of us
focus on the destination alone!

The fact

that
the
journey to our destination requires time
is incontrovertible. It is never instantaneous however the passage of time does
not guarantee that we will get to our
desired destination. Not only that, the
passage of time is not under the control of man , the same reason that time
can neither be stopped nor rolled backwards. Time is one commodity that is
given to all humans in equal quantity
in units but duration is indeterminable.
Making the best of the time you have, is
therefore a key indicator of whether the
journey would get you to your desired
destination. On paying attention to and
judiciously using the time you have our
hands is a critical success factor in life.
We will discuss this further in the near
future. Today you have, yesterday is past
and tomorrow is not guaranteed. You
can only learn from the past, effect the
changes today and see the outcome tomorrow.

and or mental energy directed at
accomplishing something.
Fortunately, man does have a greater
control of their physical and mental energy than time. Again, the
benevolent God has given man physical
and mental resources to exert the
effort required in the journey of life. The
responsibility to identify, develop and
deploy these resources lies with us humans. We do not have these resources
in equal quantity just like the duration
of a man’s life, however our God given
resources are an indication of the nature
and magnitude of our life’s purpose. The
responsibility to match our resources
with our life’s pursuit is for us all !! God
would never give an assignment beyond
our capacity , but his assignments are always challenging and stretching. If you
are unable or ill equipped to reach your
destination , you have probably defined
a wrong one!!! Although effort is within
man’s control, it is finite. It is thus advisable to deploy your resources carefully,
ensure you are not spent on the wrong
While the passage of time does not guar- assignment at any time during your
antee that we arrive at our defined desti- journey.
nation , the application of effort during
the intermittent time increases the probability of success. Effort is an earnest and
conscientious activity involving physical

The journey as important as the destination.
Finally, with a long, tedious journey requiring a
lot of intense and consistent effort, resilience
becomes the ‘magic wand’ to get us to our
destination successfully. Resilience is in my own
words, the ability to rebound after an obstructive
occurrence and getting back on track! Hope
deferred makes the heart sick Proverbs 13:12,
but with resilience one can encourage oneself
and find the energy to start and or continue
again. This ability in my opinion is learnt and not
in born . I encourage you not to begin the
journey without it. It may or may not be obvious,
but resilience is not an easy virtue to learn for
most times it is learnt by suffering. That would
be a discussion for another time, but for now I
encourage you to draw strength and grace for
your ‘ lessons of resilience in the school of life’
from the Lord. II Corinthians 12:9-10
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